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New Marlboro Lights 100’s

Lighter in taste. Lower in tar. And still offers up the same quality that has made Marlboro famous.

The spirit of Marlboro in a low tar cigarette.


Kings: 32 mg "tar", 0.7 mg nicotine av. per cigarette, FTC Report Aug 77
100’s: 12 mg "tar", 0.8 mg nicotine av. per cigarette by FTC Method.
Only Real
the natural cigarette
can taste so rich
yet be low tar.

Follow your taste to Real.

Your cigarette enhances its flavor artificially. All major brands do. Real does not. We use only the finest tobacco blend and add nothing artificial. Nothing.

Of course, the menthol in Real Menthol is fresh, natural. Not synthetic. You get a rich and round and deep taste. A total taste that satisfies. Yet it’s low tar.


Only 9mg. tar.

Columbus, Ohio

where they don't spell too well.
Jerald C. Brauer of the Foundation
Leon Lechler, profane Episcopal lawyer
Joseph Fletcher, Bifeldtian ethicist
A fourth man, who wisely chose to remain unidentified

(M.E.M. archives)
Dear Elsa & Marty: By now you are all safely home after your trip. We heard you had a marvelous time. Did you find this lady clinging to dear left to the cathedral in Freiburg? We decided she looks so wonderful because of the beads with long beads! An urban Franz Bleifeld was in the neighborhood. We found the Schlosswald most beautiful & enchanting. See you again & we catch our best this week in Bremen. Love from all to all. Gary

Mr. & Mrs. W. Marty
239 Scottswood

Riverside

Illinois

U.S.A.
Prof Jerald C. Brauer is always on the trail of Bibfeldt.

Dear Elsa & Marty: By now you are all safe home and a
joy to us. We hope you had amazements twice. Did you
find the lady clergyman dear left to the cathedral of
Freiburg? We decided to go on no Armistice because of the
birds with long beaks. Our relief from Bibfeld was
in the neighborhood. We found the Schwarzwald most
beautiful and enchanting. See you again as we expect you.
God bless you in Bremsen. Love from all to
All the best,
Mr. & Mrs. M. Marty
239 Scottswood
Riverside
Illinois
11-5-4
Dear Elsa & Marty:

By now you are all safe home after your trip to India. Did you have an enjoyable time? Did you find the lady clinging to dear Elsa to the establishment Fesbury? We decided on going no worsered because of the birds with less comfort! As usual from Biddafild we were in the neighborhood. We found the Schust were most beautiful & such a boy. See you regular we eat & see you. Back the dust in Braunschweig.

Love from all to all.

Gerry

Mrs. W. Marty

239 Scottswood

Riverside

Allinois

U.S.A.
TO COMRADE BIBFELDT

Great critic of the righteous empire of capitalism!

Mao Tse-tung
TO COMRADE BIBFELDT

Great critic of the righteous empire of capitalism!

Mao Tse-tung

务必得同志
资本帝国主义
伟大评判人
与同志
The Bibfeldt Method in Theology Visualized
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Try our new Bibfeldt Burger
with either or both and
Swiss & Cheddar Cheese
Bibfeldt, Franz, 1897 or 8-
Theology. 19th century
Being/Non-being
Cullmann, Oscar, 1902-

Bibfeldt Foundation
Title
Shelf
Marty, Martin Emil, 1928 or 9- 

Franz Bibfeldt: theologian for the 1970s. In tribute on his seventy-fifth birthday and to recognize his introduction to America twenty-five years ago. [Chicago, Bibfeldt Foundation, 1972]

14p. 28cm.

xerox copy in secret place in librarian's office
Library card for one of the Bibfeldt books.
We had hoped that the Pope might come to the Bibfeldt Fest-day, however the invitation was thwarted on the Archdiocesan level.

The letter has been censored and we have deleted the name of its author to protect the innocent; it came from the Office of the Chancellor but was not written by the Chancellor.
This is the fable which Franz Bibfeldt has spent all his life taking to heart—without, as yet, much effect. (q.v., the lecture).
BIBFELDT'S BIRTHPLACE

Celebration of the 1100th Anniversary
We do not know the provenance of this review; no doubt it is a hoax. It is unfortunate that exploiters like to exploit situations such as this.
A publisher-book-seller shows interest in the elusive Prof. Bibfeldt, December 1951.

The second note is a sign of his frustration—hardly worthy of the Bibfeldtian tradition.
On page 16 are two typical Bibfeldt aphorisms, as translated by R. Howard Cloweson.
F. Bibfeldt, among the credits on WGN-TV, prime time on a Sabbath evening, August, 1971.
Foundation representative visiting Turnhalle where Bibfeldt was disgraced, 1914.